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NEW YEAR, NEW WAYS TO SERVE YOU!
Happy New Year, Oprelle Community! We hope you had a magical
holiday and that you’re just as excited as we are going into 2024 for a new
beginning. Just as we as individuals and artists reflect and make
improvements for a new year, we as a company have done the same. In
hopes to forge deeper connections with the amazingly talented writers in
our community, we’re opening our services up to book consulting! Rest
assured, your book or even just your conception of a story,  are in great
hands thanks to Dr. Karen Croftcheck’s years of experience in the
education, writing and publishing industry. From whatever stage your
project is in, to website creation and author brand development, to press
releases and social media post creation, to interviews and publication -
Oprelle will bring your book to life. Dr. C’s consultations result in
support for you as an author and/or poet, and support for your
manuscript - which is invaluable in this industry often saturated with
rejection and lack of personal relationships. We strive to reach as many
writers as we can - and give them a much needed leg up in this
competitive market. As the saying goes, it takes a village and we can’t
wait to be part of yours. For more details on our new services and to
schedule a consultation please visit our revitalized website - oprelle.com.
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Dr. Jayson Iwen sends readers on a journey of self-discovery
in this interactive, eye opening guide that will uncover your
unconscious biases and set you on the path to overcoming
them. Through writing prompts, identity maps, and engaging,
personal text, the reader will successfully reach a deeper
understanding of oneself and one’s self-awareness.You
Contain Multitudes goes beyond the standard nonfiction, faux-
inspirational, self-help books by not only providing actual
exercises that encourage inner reflection but also by
addressing topics, challenges and solutions to promote
healing conversations. Written by academic professor and
department chair, Dr. Jayson Iwen, the material is thoroughly
researched, well-organized and highly educational. He
encourages his readers to explore and understand their
identity in ways they’ve never considered before. The book’s
interactive components make this perfect for both personal
and classroom use. You Contain Multitudes is the perfect book
to take with you into this season of remodeling, because by
asking yourself the hard questions, you advance your
personal, social, emotional and mental growth and progress
like never before. Available January 16, 2024 on Oprelle.com
and Amazon.com.

“Chills! Dr. Iwen seriously unlocked parts of myself and showed me a fresh
perspective on how we operate as human beings.” 

“The first step towards making real change in not only yourself, but society as
a whole.” 

“Poetic, dynamic, thought-provoking and transformative.”

Team Oprelle receives book submissions every day and while we wish we
could take every one of those down a traditional path to publication, we
do have to maintain selectivity. In efforts for more authors to see their
books in print however, Oprelle Publications has launched TWO new
hybrid imprints, MindSync and Bun Run Press. MindSync is designed for
both fiction and nonfiction titles that relate to healing, wellness and
spirituality, but all topics are still applicable. Bun Run Press is our
children’s book imprint, designed for children’s storybooks and YA titles.
We will be re-reviewing our submissions this January, and we will reach
out to you with suggestions for next steps, but if either of these hybrid
imprints interests you, feel free to submit your book again - or for the
first time - with your thoughts. For more details or to submit your work
- please visit the drop down menu under ‘Submissions’ at oprelle.com. 
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